Kitchen worktops and outdoor furniture
THE NEW MAX COMPACT SURFACES: SAXUM, ENDURO STRATO

for people who create

exterior
Surfaces for kitchen worktops and outdoor furniture


We’ve added three new surfaces to our already proven range of Max Compact panels, making our offer more versatile than ever before.

With Saxum (SX), Enduro (NN) and Strato (NO), FunderMax has ventured into new dimensions both in terms of look and feel.

All three combine perfectly what is needed when it comes to modern materials for high-end applications: absolute resilience, a deep matt appearance and exacting on-trend style. This includes an anti-fingerprint effect on the visible side - which offers a flawless appearance, whatever the situation.

The excellent product quality remains unchanged: such as UV resistance and high resistance to other external factors - making it the perfect choice for demanding applications such as table tops, worktops and outdoor areas.

SURFACES
Saxum (SX) - Back: IP
Enduro (NN) - Back: NW (NT)
Strato (NO) - Back: NW (NT)

FORMAT
4100 x 1300 mm

THICKNESS
8 - 13 mm

CORE
Deep Black Core
No F-quality

MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITY
10 pieces/articles

LEAD-TIME
In accordance with current delivery times

NOTE:
For more details on the properties of each material, please refer to the technical information Compact Interior (Page 10, Column “Max Compact IP”).
Saxum (SX)

Saxum is a highly textured surface. Its matt anti-fingerprint effect gives it a very current design. With its natural stone-like aesthetic it’s both contemporary and highly convincing. Based on the proven characteristics of Compact Interior Plus, Saxum can be used perfect for kitchen worktops.
Enduro (NN)

Newly developed surface Enduro reaches new depths in terms of haptics and visual appearance; mimicking elegant stone formations. In terms of technology, this surface has been optimised for more challenging applications such as outdoor areas, kitchens and dining rooms. The matt finish with anti-fingerprint effect, combined with an extremely deep textured look, offers great character.
Strato (NO)

Similar to Enduro, Strato is ideally suited to outdoor applications, as well as rooms where food is being prepared or consumed. However there is a big visual difference: Strato convinces with a delicate texture that appears to have been sandblasted. The visible surface with its deep-matt finish has an anti-fingerprint effect; ensuring a perfect appearance at all times.
If you want to know more, or have further questions, please get in touch with your FunderMax specialist, or contact support@fundermax.biz